KAPLAN, Jerry  History of AI, CSD, May 6 2013

intro by Fei-Fei Li.

This is at Stfd in CSD in Gates at 12:15 noon.
this is a PAIL Talk.

slide 1:  10 commandments slide:
1950  turing test  etc.
1955 Logic theorist...

slide:  Thinker  (Rodin);  What is AI?

probabilistic AI lunch = PAIL.

is it a quest to find the core of intellig  or
a collection of (narrow)  apps.

wooden snakes  (he takes one out and holds it)

each segment constrains the mvmt of the adjacent ones.

Stfd EE was founded in 1892  .
what was it?  power electrics?  running lights and motors.

only in 1882:  Thomas Edison:  electric grid in lower Manhattan...
there had already been an  OS battle:
George Westinghouse  promoted  AC
Edison  promoted DC.

Stfd  High Voltage Lab.


slide:  registry of Stills...  in High Voltage Lab at Stfd  in 1929.

Fred Terman:  what else could we do with electricity?
great slide of an old radio...

Claude Shannon  Master's thesis  in 1940  (grad student at MIT in 1937)

a symbolic analysis of relay and switching circuits... pub in 1936...
use boolean logic to design circuits.

Einstein:  took Riemannian geometry =>  applied to physics...

Noam Chomsky:  theory of formal grammars:  hierarchy of formal gram.  1956
regular expressions,  context sens grammars;
from  Edgar Codd:  relational dbs  (ibm)
transformed  dbs  from  software  to  formal science.
now you could prove things about your dbs.

he will argue that AI is ripe for just such a  transformation.

von Neumann:  ballistic tables  (for the War Dept)

calculator was the name of a profession  (largely women)
took women 20 hours to do  one ballistics table;
early computer took only 15 mins...

1950s:  IBM
" thinking is just a matter of simply logic"
Dartmouth Conf 1956:  claude shannon, john mcCarthy,  Marvin Minsky;

Jerry recommends the actual text of the conference:  Aug 31, 1955:

(figuring out how vision works can be done over a summer!!! 
 "can in principle be so precisely described"

John McCarthy  1927 to 2011;  named the field;   was in Gates 208.

Snake analogy;

motors to circuits to calculators  to data processors:  
 what will be next app (the head of the snake)

But you might argue that the theory is independent from the substrate:

But...  would we be dealing with networking theory based on Babbage engine?

our tools matter!

********************

Alan Newell and Herb Simon 1976

a physical symbol system has the
nec and suffic means for general intellig action...

***************

Symbolic Systems vs  Machine Learning  systems...

symbol systems concerned with inference and reasoning...

ML  focused on perception and real-world engagement 
 (eg  with SVM = support vector machine)

Scotland Yard:  who to turn to solve the crime?

Sherlock Holmes... powers of deduction  vs

Spider Man:  spider sense,  sitting on web  perceiving the situation then acting...

difft kidns of probelms...

different tasks and difft tools:

would you interview lance armstrong  to build a robot to ride a bike?

or use  ML  to solve Fermat's Last Theorem?

flexibility in the face of novelty...

how graceful is the failure of your system>
"  Whatup Homie?"

AI systems must generalize appropriately, so they can Fail gracefully/

consider backgammon:  juan vs alice.
juan:  huge table of board positions;
alice goal seeking playing strategies;
why do we respect alice's program more?  (than a mere table)
alice seeks to capture generalization  (to deal with unanticipated cases)
juan's approach hits a barrier when a move is not in its tables.

AI systems represent  a generalization of their problem domain:

examples of AI Generaliz techs:

deep strucs (ML)
hidden layers (neural nets)
SIFT algo  (vision)
BNF  (language grammars)
intermediate concepts  (expert systems)
non-terminals  (logic systems)

a search for useful generalizations  (a key goal of AI)

the engineering practice of algorithmic generalization....

Math generalization:  homomorphic mappings:
he claims they have a way of incorpor  probabilities.

1980  Jerry was here:   start-up fever:

shows pic of Gio's group  with Hector Garcia - Molina, David Shaw... etc.

symbol systems vs machine learning...
SS dominant in 1980
but SVM/ ML  domin now in CSD in 2010.

difference in speed btwn  a snail and space shuttle in orbit is
 1/2 the diff in power of computers.

his laptop:  has more 100X more power than what was available to entire CSD in 1980.

apple2  48K of ram    <  1 sec of CD quality music  vs  21 days on iPhone now  factor of 1M.

Symbolic systems:  efficient, deductive, limited, well-defined domains,
handcrafted input, clear conclusions, not easily scalable

VERSUS

ML = machine learning systems
flexible,  inductive,  noisy, real-world domains
requires large datasets
tentative conclusions...

the problems we work on are driven by the available tools  
(ie opportunistic)

what will happen in next 15 years;
10 to 15 years from now:  cost 1 dollar will have
 as much memory and proc power as the human brain (jerry's claim)

The Philosophy of AI:
are we more than our physical selves?  (pic of  Obiwan Kenobe);
and can we build something that has a mind?

John Searle's Chinese Room:  where in the room is the intel?
slide  jolycon.co.uk

Searle:  symbol table and the guy inside shuffling symbols are not intelligent...

strong AI:  consc, sentience, self-awareness  vs  weak AI

simulation vs duplication

artificial color is real color  BUT  artif flowers are not real flowers.

jerry's course is  CS 22:  he will discuss these issues in more detail.

our intuitional contradiction

on the one hand:  we are material objects subject to deterministic laws
vs:  free will, consc, emotion..

evol.  theory may offer an answer:  we believe other people
experience the world the same as we do.
but where do we draw the circle  (of compassion/ consciousness)

we should not  be sucked in by  robots  crying
 cuz it broke a wheel or is afraid of the dark.

should regard  robots as a new form of life...  economics of that relationship...
will that relationship be symbiotic or parasitic?

cuckoo bird  fools  other birds into raising their young.

we could do the same with robots...ie we'd come to regard them as human
 and give them human-like consideration..

video clip  Westworld  1973...  water to rescued female... shorts out...

AI  emotion:  not so fast...

purple dancing robot... real  robot that dances...

are you (he asks AI workers)  a stone mason  (building ever higher steeples) or
a midwife?  (delivering a new form of life)

My Q:  symbolic logic on the one hand;  ML/ perception on the other... how abt  a middle ground?
A:  yes..  we need a Prius  (hybrid);   gardeners,  delivery robots;  what are the applications;

bet  btwn Ray K and Mitch Kapor;

Jerry:  our consc  arises from the fact that we have bodies...

do you feel anything.

English bulldogs... we work for them...



